ACISP 2000, the Fifth Australasian Conference on Information Security and Privacy, was held in Brisbane, Australia, 10–12 July, 2000. The conference was sponsored by the Information Security Research Centre at Queensland University of Technology, the Australian Computer Society, Telstra, Boeing Australia Limited, SecureGate Limited, and RSA Security Pty Ltd. We are grateful to all these organizations for their support of the conference.

The conference brought together researchers, designers, implementors, and users of information security systems. The aim of the conference is to have a series of technical refereed and invited papers to discuss all different aspects of information security. The program committee invited seven distinguished speakers: Mike Burmester, G.R. Blakley, Bob Blakley, Brian Denely, Roger Lyle, John Snare, and Alan Underwood. Mike Burmester from Royal Holloway College, University of London presented a paper entitled “A Survey of Key Distribution”; G.R. Blakley from Texas A&M University and Bob Blakley from the IBM Tivoli Security Business Unit presented a paper entitled “All Sail, No Anchor, I: Cryptography, Risk, and e-Commerce”; Brian Denely from SecureGate Limited presented a paper entitled “Secure Networks or Network Security – Approaches to Both”; Roger Lyle from Standards Australia and John Snare from Telstra presented a paper entitled “Perspectives on Australia’s New Information Security Management Standard”; and Alan Underwood from the Australian Computer Society presented a paper entitled “Professional Ethics in a Security and Privacy Context – The Perspective of a National Computing Society”.

There were 81 technical papers submitted to the conference from an international authorship. These papers were refereed by the program committee and 37 papers were accepted for the conference. We would like to thank the authors of all papers which were submitted to the conference, both those whose work is included in these proceedings, and those whose work could not be accommodated.

The papers included in the conference came from a number of countries including 13 from Australia, six from Japan, five from the USA, four from Singapore, three from Korea, two from Greece, and one each from the UK, Germany, Norway, and Yugoslavia. These papers covered topics in network security, public key cryptography, cryptographic implementation issues, electronic commerce, key recovery, public key infrastructure, Boolean functions, intrusion detection, codes, digital signatures, secret sharing, and protocols.

The conference included a panel session entitled “Future Directions in Secure E-Commerce”. This panel was chaired by William Caelli and included leaders in technology, law, and public policy related to the security issues and problems of electronic commerce.

We would like to thank all the people involved in organizing this conference. In particular we would like to thank members of the program committee for their
effort in reviewing papers and designing an excellent program. Special thanks to members of the organizing committee for their time and effort in organizing the conference, especially Ernest Foo, Gary Gaskell, Betty Hansford, Liz Lipowitz, Mark Looi, Lauren May, and Christine Orme. Finally we would like to thank all the participants at ACISP 2000.
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